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There are two training units attached to the Institute, namely the Pousada de Mong-Há and the Educational Restaurant.

Both exist to offer our students a unique opportunity of hands-on practical training, guided by professionals in a

real-life environment. The training units are open to the public. Government tax and service charges are not levied

for patronising these training units.

POUSADA DE MONG-HÁ

Through a series of promotional activities and cooperation with various organisations, Pousada de Mong-Há has

attracted more guests and has also tried to tap the business traveller market. As a result, it has provided all students

with more training opportunities, enhancing its function as a training unit. In 2003, internal renovations had been

carried out in the Pousada so as to be able to offer guests a more relaxing environment. Moreover, hardware

facilities for teaching purposes had also been enhanced, hoping to provide students with better training equipment

in the new academic year. For instance, the reception counter had been enlarged while a mockup room with

reservations and telephone operating system had been installed.

IFT EDUCATIONAL RESTAURANT

Being a training unit, the Educational Restaurant has made efforts to offer the most ideal learning environment for

training excellent hospitality professionals, enabling their service to achieve international standards. Students, aside

from familiarising themselves with the unique Macanese Cuisine, also come to understand other countries'

traditional cuisines through international food promotions hosted regularly. Due to serious SARS problems in nearby

regions, the Educational Restaurant hosted only one food festival in 2003. With the assistance of 2 lecturers invited

from Kaohsiung Hospitality College of Taiwan, the Educational Restaurant organised a Taiwanese food week in

April. In addition, students also had opportunities to participate in serving set lunches and dinners (the Greek

Consul hosted a Luncheon in May 2003), as well as in many other F&B functions.

The 6 instructors working in the Educational Restaurant do not only train IFT students, but also high school students

from Escola de Luso-Chinesa Técnico-Professional and from the Ricci Institute.

In addition, IFT educational kitchens, which are operated by 12 professional chefs, provide a chance for year-one

hotel management students to experience real kitchen operations. Furthermore, the Educational Restaurant has

also collaborated with various organisations, such as government departments, hotels and other restaurants, in

organising training programmes.
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